
MATT OX, LOOSESCREW 
Woo, woo
Woo, woo
I got a couple of screw's loose toppin' my brain (Yeah)
I be goin'.. on the Xan (Woo, woo)
I be getting that blue out the bank (Woo)
Yeah, I'm stuck in the glue and the face
Then confuse.. and they face
Better move, better get out my way (Woo, woo, swerve, woo, what?)

Go get to that cake, go make somethin' shake
Go get out my face you ain't with the gang
Get out my face, go get a new vape
Go get on a plane, I'm out to L.A
Go get in that Range, I'm in a new lane
Go get to that bag, go get to that bag
Go get to that bag they callin' my name (Yeah)
That money keep callin', that money keep talkin'
That money keep talkin'
Just emptied my wallet, put ..in my pocket
'Cause when I was shoppin' I saw it (Yeah)
This drip is exotic, it's foreign (Yeah)
Hop in that whip and it's rollin'
Rollin', rollin', I'm tourin', I'm sorry (Yeah)
I'm usin' all of my flosses, feel like I'm inside of a orphan
And I keep on evolvin' in morpheus
While the voice in my mind makin' noses (Yeah)
I know I'm not a regular person, I'm an alien
I'm not a earthsling (Yeah), and they don't even know what's my purpose (Yeah)
I'm an alien nothin' can hurt me (Yeah)
I can't be scared, I can't be hurt
I can not fall, death to the dirt
I'm on the stars, off of this earth
I stay on God, I stay on the earth

Woo, woo
Woo, woo
I got a couple of screw's loose toppin' my brain (Yeah)
I be goin' .. on the Xan (Woo, woo)
I be getting that blue out the bank (Woo)
Yeah, I'm stuck in the glue and the face
Then confuse .. and they face
Better move, better get out my way (Woo, woo, swerve, woo, what?)
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